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TAURUS
Venus in Taurus mid-May to early June will bring out your best
qualities and you’ll appreciate the chance to consider long-term
changes in your life, especially those that involve love and money. The
Full Moon on May 19 signals a fresh chapter in a partnership or
agreement, business or personal (especially if it’s your birthday). A
trip, study or project could be transformational.
GEMINI
This stands to be transformative time and may involve sharing key
assets or finances in a new way. Get set to embrace a fresh daily work
or health routine. Venus in your sign for most of June will place your
focus on your values and on who – and what – means the most to you.
Consider your plans from a long-term point of view. You’ll reap the
rewards of good communication skills.
CANCER
The next two months are turning points. A fresh chapter in your
personal life, property or with a creative project will appeal. The Full
Moon on May 19 will spotlight your plans as you revitalise
relationships. Energetic Mars in your sign from mid-May will motivate
you to change the face of your daily life. You may begin a revitalising
work or health schedule that will boost both areas.
LEO
The Full Moon on May 19 will shine a light on domestic matters. A
trip or a key meeting may mean pleasant changes; you’ll enjoy a
reunion or the chance to relive an aspect of your past in June. You can
make progress at work and health-wise. Socially, life will change: if
you’ve been quiet socially, expect a busier time; and vice versa.
VIRGO
Get set to put a fresh agreement in place and to deepen a relationship.
You may be drawn to update your communication device, vehicle or
travel route. Venus and the Sun at the zenith of your chart in June
spells a busy time; you are likely to be chattier and more outgoing and
will enjoy the chance to introduce more varied aspects to your daily
life. You may enjoy an inspiring holiday or a trip.
LIBRA
You’re about to turn a corner in a financial or personal agreement, and
this could feather your nest at home, and also provide long-term

security. Take the initiative with arrangements you make over the next
two months, as you could open doors. You may experience strong
emotions along the way, but if you combine your rational abilities with
intuition, you’ll make the right choices.
SCORPIO
Your long-term decisions will affect both your values and your
finances, so be well-informed and avoid allowing strong feelings to
dominate decision making. Your priorities are set to change; and so
will your finances. Consider how best to boost relationships in this
framework. A fresh chapter in your personal life will begin.
Developments may be surprising; be prepared to talk.
SAGITTARIUS
The coming months will involve sizable change in your personal life.
This may be as simple as adopting a fresh health routine; or as
complex as leaving a difficult work project. Finances and work can
improve, so take the initiative and make changes. The Full Moon on
June 17 will spotlight your true feelings about someone or yourself.
CAPRICORN
Aim to provide both yourself and someone close with more nurturing
in your daily routine. The Full Moon on May 19 spotlights your role
with a friend. If you’ve been quiet socially, prepare for a busier time,
and vice-versa. You may experience key changes in a relationship,
especially if you were born early to mid-January. Singles should
mingle: you may meet a match.
AQUARIUS
Be prepared to reinvent an aspect of yourself. A domestic or work
matter could progress swiftly, so ensure you are ready to change. You
are ready to provide increasing support, both to yourself and to others.
Singles may turn a corner romantically so reach out if you’re looking
for a partner.
PISCES
You’ll feel ready to broaden your interests through travel, study or
spirituality. Key news may signal a new agreement and surprise
developments could seal a deal. Let your imagination and creativity
soar; coming events could even transform your beliefs, activities and
projects. A trip in June will pave the way to a fresh understanding of
someone.

THE SCOPE - MAY

ARIES
The Full Moon on May 19
will kick-start a fresh phase
regarding shared assets,
finances, duties or shared
space. News may be
unexpected but should put
you on track in the big
picture. Key decisions
involving careful
negotiations and talks over
the next two months will
take you places. Research
your circumstances
carefully to ensure your
choices are the right ones
long-term.
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